
  

CAGNES-SUR-MER [L-H] - 16 December 
Race 1 - PRIX ANDRE ADELE -  3800m STPLE CL1. Purse EUR €45,000. 

1. PRINCE CHOP - Was far too good here last time in a steeplechase over 3800m. Difficult to fault on latest 

effort. 

2. PARA - Did a good job to finish third two back in a steeplechase (3500m) at Auteuil but could only manage 

ninth subsequently. Strong each-way hope. 

3. EL PEDRO - Placed first-up two starts ago in a steeplechase (3500m) at Meslay-du-Maine then filled a 

minor prize again at this track. Well-placed to take this out. 

4. JUGE DE PAIX - Scored two back in a hurdle (3400m) at Nancy then couldn't repeat when fifth in a hurdle 

(3550m) at Fontainebleau. Certainly worth another chance. 

5. FOLLOW YOU - Has disappointed in three runs since winning at Clairefontaine. Place hope. 

6. COSTA RICA - Returned from a spell last start with a modest eighth in a steeplechase (3800m) at this 

track. Needs to find a bit more to feature. 

7. TARTE AUX PRUNES - Finished fourth two back in a hurdle (3600m) at Saint Brieuc. Won't find this easy. 

Summary: PRINCE CHOP (1) had been running in Graded company at Auteuil prior to making the switch to 
Cagnes-sur-Mer. David Cottin's charge took to the track in excellent fashion and looks in pole position to follow 
up a 4L course and distance Class One chase success last outing. EL PEDRO (3) was having his second 
outing over the larger obstacles when third in that event and should be on the premises with further progress 
possible. JUGE DE PAIX (4) won a Nancy hurdle in October and holds claims on chasing bow while PARA 
(2) is capable of better than he showed when tailing off behind Prince Chop recently. 

Selections 

PRINCE CHOP (1) - EL PEDRO (3) - JUGE DE PAIX (4) - PARA (2)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE CAMBRIDGE -  3300m HDLE CL2. Purse EUR €35,000. 

1. GREENSCAPE - Found one better on her first attempt in a hurdle (3300m) at this track. Improvement likely. 

2. ABSOLUTE YES - Found the frame two back in a hurdle (3550m) at Fontainebleau then could only manage 

fourth at this track. In the mix. 

3. PETITE AMADEE - Good second in hurdles debut at this track. Winning chance. 

4. MARCELINE DESJY - Won a Saint-Cloud race on the flat over 2000m two starts ago then fourth in a hurdle 

(3300m) at this track 11 days ago. More to come. 

5. ETUPIRKA - Hit the frame latest but a fair way from the winner. Encouraging run but leaning to others 

today. 

6. DIMASTY MAJTALL - Nice effort last time out when she finished third on her jumps debut in a hurdle 

(3300m) at this track. Claims. 

7. VERYCHIC - All three career runs have been poor. Would need to improve sharply. 

8. KAPSAGA - Filly by Kapgarde out of Saga Win. Market watch advised. 

9. WILD PRETENDER - Hard to have on recent efforts. 

Summary: It was a promising initial outing over hurdles PETITE AMADEE (3) produced when runner-up 
tackling track and trip eleven days ago. That experience should have brought her on plenty for this and with 
the yard in good form a bold bid looks on the cards. Similar comments apply to GREENSCAPE (1) who filled 
the same spot on debut over course and distance. Hard to ignore with natural progression. The hurdling 
experience ABSOLUTE YES (2) holds will stand her in good stead and she can go well on the back of a fair 
fourth in a Class Four here. Newcomer KAPSAGA (8) is of note. 

Selections 

PETITE AMADEE (3) - GREENSCAPE (1) - ABSOLUTE YES (2) - KAPSAGA (8)  



Race 3 - PRIX FAYAT BATIMENT COTE D'AZUR (PRIX DE LA VESUBIE) -  3300m HDLE CL2. Purse EUR 
€35,000. 

1. RAMUNTCHO - Comes here eight days after a debut hurdle eighth. Facing a stiff test. 

2. JOBARTIM - Won a hurdle (3500m) at Auteuil two starts back then performed poorly when 15L sixth in a 

hurdle (3500m) at this track last time. Can bounce back. 

3. JIGTSAR PAM - Finished second here last start in a steeplechase over 3800m. Makes plenty of appeal on 

the latest offering. 

4. SCAMPALO - Sound second in a hurdle (3400m) at this track last start. Place at best. 

5. MUSELLI - Was responsible for a nice effort last time out when he finished runner-up on his jumps debut 

in a hurdle (3300m) at this track. Sure to run well. 

6. LOUDOVICO - Debuted in a hurdle at this track 8 days back and was easily beaten in seventh place. Others 

looks better placed this time. 

7. LE VOYAGE - Finished third on debut in a hurdle (3300m) at this track. Improvement likely. 

8. ROSSO DI SERA - Showed potential on debut in a hurdle (3300m) at this track. Certainly worth following 

up. 

9. SPEEDY CHARM - Tenth on his first attempt in a hurdle (3300m) at this track two weeks ago. Improvement 

likely. 

10. J'EXCEL - Didn't come close on debut in a hurdle at this track. Looks tested without sharp improvement. 

11. MY ROYAL PASSION - Ran well below expectations last time. Win would surprise. Likely to need easier. 

Summary: The standard looks to be set by JIGTSAR PAM (3) following a very solid 4L second in a Class One 
conditions chase over 3800m here. Top claims with the return to hurdling no issue. MUSELLI (5) has to enter 
calculations giving how much promise he displayed when runner-up on hurdling bow over course and distance. 
Key player. ROSSO DI SERA (8) looked in need of the experience when fourth in that newcomers hurdle and 
will surely know more this time around. Wide-margin claiming hurdle winner JOBARTIM (2) is considered. 

Selections 

JIGTSAR PAM (3) - MUSELLI (5) - ROSSO DI SERA (8) - JOBARTIM (2)  



Race 4 - PRIX DU MONT VIAL -  3800m STPLE CL4. Purse EUR €30,000. 

1. LORD PIT - Filled a minor placing here last start in a hurdle over 4000m beaten 2.5L. Capable. 

2. BERJOU - Races well over this distance range with a win and two minors from five runs. Genuine contender 

under these conditions. 

3. JEU DE PAUME - Returned from a 339-day layoff last start and finished eighth on the flat at Saint Brieuc 

over 2400m. Might need this. 

4. REVE DE PRINCE - Rarely far away at this venue including a last start second in a 3800m steeplechase. 

Must be included. 

5. HENYA - Has placed 12 times in 24 career starts but is chasing his maiden win. Finished fourth last start 

in a hurdle (4000m) at this track. Has ability. 

6. BOSTON EMERY - Returning from a 357-day layoff. Kicked off with a win at Fontainebleau in a 3600m 

steeplechase on first start of last preparation. Key runner while fresh. 

7. BEAU SAONOIS - Fifth at this track last start. Place chance. 

8. FRED - Has been well held in two runs from a spell. Unlikely. 

9. MCGROARTY - Hasn't raced since finishing twelfth in a Compiegne hurdle three months ago. Looking to 

others this time. 

10. GARO DE JUILLEY - Unlikely on recent form. 

Summary: The most interesting proposition looks to be BOSTON EMERY (6) who was working his way into 
being a smart performer when last seen falling at Pau just over a year ago. The seven-year-old looked a classy 
chaser when winning a Class Two over fences by 7.5L at Fontainebleau in November 2021 and is selected to 
make a winning return. BERJOU (2) would have needed the run when pulling-up in the Listed Prix Claude Le 
Lorrain - Joseph Audon at Auteuil after a break. Four from seven over fences and rates highly on the pick of 
his form. LORD PIT (1) can feature following a handicap hurdle second over 4000m here and HENYA (5) 
makes for place appeal. 

Selections 

BOSTON EMERY (6) - BERJOU (2) - LORD PIT (1) - HENYA (5)  



Race 5 - PRIX EUROVIA (PRIX JEAN DOUMEN) -  3400m HDLE CL3. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. ICONE LOINTAINE - Struggling a bit of late. Won't find this easy. 

2. ICI AVRILLY - Returned with a sixth in a steeplechase (3600m) at Fontainebleau then fourth at this track. 

Can do a lot better. 

3. HAEVA D'OR - Unplaced in a steeplechase (4400m) at Auteuil two starts back. Followed up with a win and 

can go close. 

4. BENITA - Place at best after a fifth in a good handicap hurdle at this track. 

5. MA ROSE DIAMANT - Unplaced in two outings this campaign. This looks too tough. 

6. AVERNES - Found a couple better on her first attempt in a hurdle (3400m) at this track. Improvement likely. 

7. FORET VIERGE - Finished a modest fifth in a steeplechase (3800m) at this track last start. More needed. 

8. INDIANA ROQUE - Won two of four career runs to date and is rarely far away. Contested a hurdle last time 

and finished third over 3400m at Angers. Can measure up. 

9. JAS HENNESSY - Making debut over the jumps. Finished seventh over 1400m at Toulouse latest. 

10. INESTA - Unlikely based on two non completions. 

11. JESSIE DU LAC - Finished tenth last time in a hurdle (3500m) at this track. Looking elsewhere. 

12. SILVER POMM - Form is poor and she hasn't figured in any of her races to this point. Others look more 

appealing. 

Summary: Dual flat winner AVERNES (6) was by no means disgraced with a 12L third on hurdling debut over 
course and distance eight days ago. Leading hope with that experience gained. INDIANA ROQUE (8) can be 
in the mix following a sound 11L third in a Class Four conditions hurdle at Angers recently. Open to further 
progress with first-time cheekpieces fitted. Recent course claiming chase scorer HAEVA D'OR (3) would likely 
be thereabouts if replicating that form back hurdling on stable debut. The supplemented ICI AVRILLY (2) 
needs considering on ratings. 

Selections 

AVERNES (6) - INDIANA ROQUE (8) - HAEVA D'OR (3) - ICI AVRILLY (2)  



Race 6 - PRIX DE L'AUTHION -  3500m CLM HDLE. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. GREATSONG - Was far too good when 15L winner in a hurdle (3900m) at Nimes. Big chance. 

2. THE TICKLER - Struggling a bit of late. Looks to have the job ahead. 

3. GRAZANO - Turned things around with a respectable third in a hurdle (4000m) at this track last start. Only 

needs to jump well to be right in the finish. 

4. HIPPOCAMPE - Finished fifth in a hurdle (4000m) at this track last time out following on from a win at 

Sable-sur-Sarthe. Ideally placed to bounce back. 

5. SIRBA - Good sixth on reappearance after sixteen months. Improvement likely. 

6. VOLUNTEERS - Hard to have on recent efforts. 

7. RASANGO - Followed up a poor run two starts back with a third in a 3800m hurdle at Compiegne last start. 

Expected to feature. 

8. HOPALLA CHOCOLAT - Was returning from a layoff last start when fifth in a hurdle (3500m) at this track. 

Will strip fitter. 

9. FAN DE CHABA - Returned from a spell last start with a modest fifth in a hurdle (4000m) at this track. 

Capable. 

10. SAPANORIA - Struggling a bit recently. More required despite recent win. 

11. QUELLE CITY - Eased out of the race two starts back. Looking elsewhere. 

12. CAPIVARI - Holds each way claims after a fourth at this track. 

13. MANSIONSA - Never looked like threatening at this track in latest run. Not doing enough to warrant 

consideration. 

14. HELLENA - Unplaced two starts back in a hurdle (4200m) at Fontainebleau then produced a better result 

last time when she wound up in seventh at this track. Place at best. 

15. GEMME - Fair fifth at Mont-de-Marsan last start. Holds place claims. 

Summary: GREATSONG (1) recorded a second success over hurdles when dominating from the front to take 
out a Class Four by 15L at Nimes last outing. Could prove hard to peg back in this suitable grade with front-
running tactics likely. HIPPOCAMPE (4) is four from eight over hurdles and makes plenty of appeal on his 8L 
claiming success at Sable-sur-Sarthe two back. FAN DE CHABA (9) was returning from a lengthy break when 
fifth in a 4000m claiming hurdle here recently. Notable claims on peak efforts and he should strip fitter with 
that run under his belt. GRAZANO (3) finished third in that claiming hurdle and cannot be discounted. 

Selections 

GREATSONG (1) - HIPPOCAMPE (4) - FAN DE CHABA (9) - GRAZANO (3)  



Race 7 - PRIX AL CAPONE II -  3800m HCP STPLE. Purse EUR €34,000. 

1. IDEAL DE SIVOLA - Returned from a 155-day spell last start with a strong win in a steeplechase (3800m) 

at this track. Fitter and will be tough to beat. 

2. RHUM BLEU - Resumed over 3800m in a steeplechase at this track. Can improve second-up but others 

still look better. 

3. OH MARIE - Unplaced two runs ago in a steeplechase (3450m) at Compiegne. Made amends last time 

when winning at Auteuil. Ideally placed to go back-to-back. 

4. TWOMAY - Returned to form with a solid second in a steeplechase (3800m) at this track last start. Will be 

thereabouts once more. 

5. MICMAC - Back in form with a sound second in a steeplechase (3800m) at this track 8 days back following 

an unplaced effort in a steeplechase (3600m) at Fontainebleau. Cannot be left out. 

6. MARECHAL DESJY - Unlikely after being pulled up at this track. 

7. UNDERSTATED - Struggling a bit recently. Needs to show more. 

Summary: There was 4L between IDEAL DE SIVOLA (1) and TWOMAY (4) when the pair met in a course 
and distance handicap chase two weeks ago. A 3.5kg swing in the weights may see the latter get closer this 
time around but the former is progressing nicely over fences and taken to complete the hat-trick. OH MARIE 
(3) won a Auteuil claiming chase by 20L last-time-out and must be respected with the second home having 
scored since. MICMAC (5) is worth noting following a sound Class Two conditions track and trip second. 

Selections 

IDEAL DE SIVOLA (1) - TWOMAY (4) - OH MARIE (3) - MICMAC (5) 


